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Abstract

We live in an information-overloaded era. We are trapped and enslaved, while at the same time perceiving this as convenient. The overload of data exists with both advantages and disadvantages. We are able to get to know the world by clicking on electric devices. Meanwhile, it makes our lives overwhelmed sometimes, and the privacy invasion is also a significant problem that we do not notice. The data we create will not be erased, instead, they become random bits existing in the huge information platform, which is known as big data. However, many of us are unconscious of our lives being dictated by big data. My work is an attempt to reflect on this social phenomenon. In an effort to make sense of it all, I construct micro-installations and objects, employing intricate craft at a minute scale to draw in the audience and encourage them to notice the circumstance that we are living in at present. This work is intended to provoke a feeling of invaded privacy, surveillance, and the overload of information – ubiquitous, enveloping, yet often unnoticed when living under the big data storm.

Big data has become highly used in our daily life, and we rely on it more than we intended to. However, even with its prevalence in our life, people are still questioning what exactly is big data? The big data cataloged as 5V: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value, Veracity, play a significant role in this era. This is an official definition of big data, but it's still hard to understand the necessity of big data. Indicated in the book, Big Data: A Revolution That Will
Transform How We Live, Work and Think, "there is no rigorous definition of big data. Initially, the idea was that the volume of information had grown so large that the quantity being examined no longer fit into the memory that computers use for processing, so engineers needed to revamp the tools they used for analyzing it all" (Viktor, Cukier 6). On account of the 5V, our lives become more effective and convenient: imagine trying to accomplish nearly any task that involves infrastructure, travel, or electronic communication, without it. While collecting data is a massive undertaking, the analysis is where the significance lies – for better or worse. Through a big data analysis system, it can extract and match the information that we need the most according to the data we create. For instance, we plan to travel to another place, the system will help us to analyze the cheapest flight ticket. All the flight statuses are real-time service. We will know when we will arrive in another city and the duration of the flight. Most bizarre is when you might get emails or advertisements from different sources suggesting a range of ideal travel destinations based on searches you have done when you are not even looking to buy a flight. Nonetheless, we cannot deny that advantages and disadvantages exist at the same time.

The effect of big data gathering is that it helps us pre-determine and document many things in our daily life and claims to make our lives much easier. At the same time, it also takes away our privacy. We sometimes are not aware of how our data is being gathered and mined. For example, every time we open our phone all the information starts being captured by the applications that we use. While we may find it much easier to discover things that we are interested in through targeted advertising, we may not realize that the database tends to choose the things that we prefer and block other information. Is your device locked with only one passcode? The passcode is just one wall to block others from seeing the inside, but the huge databases collect all of our information and bind them together. Have you ever considered the
possibility that what we see might be pre-directed by the big databases? Through analysis, the databases know our interests, so all the things we choose are being filtered already rather than by our pure choice.

Our secrets are also exposed to database analysis, as pointed out in the book Everybody Lies: "In some instances, there are official data sources we can reference to get the truth. Even if people lie about their charitable donations, for example, we can get real numbers about giving in an area from the charities themselves. But when we are trying to learn about behaviors that are not tabulated in official records or we are trying to learn what people are thinking—their true beliefs, feelings, and desires—there is no other source of information except what people may deign to tell surveys. Until now, that is. This is the second power of Big Data: certain online sources get people to admit things they would not admit anywhere else. They serve as a digital truth serum" (Stephens-Davidowitz 61). We now live in this inevitable situation, in which society must weigh whether the benefits of big data outweigh the loss of our identities and very souls.

From another perspective of living under big data, the info we access is overloaded. As mentioned in the article, The Age of Big Data, "Most of the Big Data surge is data in the wild — unruly stuff like words, images, and video on the Web and those streams of sensor data. It is called unstructured data and is not typically grist for traditional databases." (Lohr), which means that instead of analysis samples of data we now have access to all the data. The accuracy of data, however, is still a problem due to the huge volume of information. As we all know, the quickest way to get knowledge is by searching online. People are introduced to various things when they type in the search space. All the info we get is trying to input into our brain, however,
our brain works differently than a computer. A computer can analyze all the data, but our brain is good at thinking. Consequently, the massive knowledge we receive might make us feel overwhelmed. Thinking about how we used to search things through books and other physical resources, we take time to read, to stop, to think, and to write. After these processes, we learned new knowledge. We also discover new thoughts at the same time. Searching online with the big data resource indeed saves lots of time, but sometimes it makes us lose our focus. Think of this, if you were trying to find the definition of big data, many other things that are related to this subject would pop up. All the information about big data, databases, and data visualization is searchable at the same time. People click on what attracts them in the first place, then all research becomes complicated because of all the other overloaded data. In the end, we might have already forgotten what we are searching for at the beginning. Similar situations apply when you are using your phone. For example, when you unlock your phone intending to reply to a message, all the other apps start popping up notices, recommending things you may be interested in. Through the analysis of big data, you may be seduced to click on all the other stuff, and forget to reply to the message in the end. I assess these effects of Big Data, and through my creative work, I provoke feelings of invaded privacy, surveillance, and the overload of information surrounding us that often goes unnoticed living under the big data.

The purpose of art is to express people’s emotions and allow the audience to engage in a dialogue that can resonate beyond the initial object or aesthetic experience. Working in the format of art jewelry, I translate invisible problems into visual language. I combine jewelry and objects into small installations to allow the audience to experience overwhelming information while being under observation. Each of my works is built up from small scale pieces of jewelry and objects. The intimate world I construct allows the audience to feel as they have entered
another world and their identities are shifted from observers to participants. Mentioned in the text, *Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective*, "Contemporary jewelry as a kind of visual art practice keeps breaking the limits of what it can be" (Skinner 13). Instead of isolating them into individual pieces of jewelry, I create small installations to express the complex situation people are living under. Each piece represents a bit of data that people create or have access to, and by combining them into an installation, this mimics the gathering of data information. The audience may think they hold the power to choose their preferred jewelry pieces from the installation, but the truth is all the jewelry within the installation is already chosen by the artist. People do not realize that what they are choosing is not their pure thinking, instead, it is already filtered by the artist. These works are simulations of the big data system.

Using code numbers seems to be the way to represent data. My works, however, use repeating motifs or symbols that are common to our everyday life, referring to the rhythm of data collection. The main material that I use is sterling silver. Silver, as one of the precious metals, has intrinsic value that affects the content of my work. The pure white color of silver exudes a cold feeling, referencing the seemingly distant modes of data collection. I cut this rigid material into small delicate pieces, to resemble the effect of fragile snippets of fleeting information. Described in the book, *Info We Trust*,

"To choose how data gets encoded in a visual form is to choose the rules for how meaning gets packed into a picture. Encoding is all about building things. It is the most powerful agency we have to help create order from the chaos of our data. But cheeky encoding is not the goal. It does not serve the reader to present a visual contraption that requires painstaking dissection. As data storytellers, successful encoding is not mere witty storage." (Andrews, R J 43).

With a jeweler’s saw, I pierce out tiny humans, cars, buildings, trees, etc...from sheets of silver, encoding my illustration of data. They are related to our daily life, hence when the audience
sees these elements, they are tempted to imagine themselves as one of the tiny repetitive figures in an infinite stream of data. I choose to pierce out all the elements by hand on account of their individualized appearance. Even though they all look similar, they are slightly different from each other, in this way the audience can imagine themselves being one of the people in my pieces. The whole process of piercing is a way for me to retreat into a place without all the overwhelming information and distractions, and to focus on making one thing. Sometimes people need to find their way to step out of the current status that they are used to, in order to see things clearly. By arranging and assembling all these elements into different installations, my works describe the circumstance that we are unaware of, and how much personal information we willingly give up to be analyzed by big data.

In the piece, Peeking the World, I created several brooches and objects and assembled all elements into one small installation piece. Each piece is hand sawn from sheet metal, hence, they appear as a single line from the side that allows me to create a maze pattern effect. On the outside of the tiny world, I created and set up different lenses which include magnifying and two-way mirror lenses. All the lenses encircled the tiny world. The combination of fragility and the scale of this miniature world gives a sense of domination by an external power. From the bird's-eye view this installation appears as a maze pattern, which creates a sense of being trapped in the tiny world through the lenses. Audiences are invited to look through the lenses so they can see the whole world from different angles and with more detail. At the same time, I will set spy cameras to record all the visitors to give the sense of being watched while they are watching the miniature world. This will bring the feeling of being watched by the huge power behind the view. The miniature-like elements create a playful feeling that people can rearrange the world themselves. Rachel Elizabeth, an area writer reviewed the “Small World: Miniature in
Contemporary Art” at the Fleming Museum of Art and pointed out "If working in miniature allows the assertion of control, it follows that the form is also well suited for commentary on chaos.” (Rachel Elizabeth Jones). As big data can analyze and record all information, this format can give a sense of being observed and have the power of controlling. Within this maze, it is important to note that all elements I created are almost the same size as the people are as tall as the buildings. Similarly, in the case of data analysis, the information does not have any scale but is instead virtual and nonphysical.

In another installation piece titled, Encircling, I used the repeated motif patterns and connected them with very thin chains to mimic massive data info. These delicate streams of data are suspended without a specific arrangement. Chain drips pile at the bottom surrounding one tiny person who is standing within the chaos of visual data I create. This piece creates a sense of overloaded and overwhelmed information that we encounter at present. The person is encircled by all the information and has no idea what to do.

Furthermore, in expressing big data, creating text and data visualizations communicate this complicated information more clearly. Therefore, my other series of installation is using all the elements I incorporate in my previous pieces and transferring them into a readable language as a poster or info-graphic. As stated in the book Info We Trust, "When we create a statistical chart, we intuit that there is something magical about arranging data into forms that can be seen.” (Andrews, R J 14). I rearrange my handmade data elements into a text form and present them on A4 paper as seemingly readable words on a page. In the middle of the text, all the data falls and becomes a chaotic data pile at the bottom of the paper. Meanwhile, through another work, I pierced all the tiny humans from one rectangle sheet of silver, all connected within one
sheet metal. I then cut several of these dense sheets, connected them as a long strip, and attached them to a minimal printer head I created. This piece references the receipt format, printing out the data we create and consume in our daily life. In this way, the audience might be more clear about my works trying to express the mass/overwhelming scale and variety of data encircling us.

Jewelry has a long history as a symbolic and decorative object upon the human body. Adornment invites viewers to read and respond to objects when they are worn. The author and art historian Liesbeth den Besten state that jewelry is usually seen or recognized as a sign, people tend to dig out its meaning, stories, and memories spontaneously. At the same time, the meaning can change based on the wearer (den Besten 24). When my works are shown in the gallery as an installation piece, they create a feeling of lacking privacy and information overload while the wearer, instead, presents my works as the chosen data information. The piece they choose becomes a visible sign at the same time. Art jewelry, as one of the art languages, utilizes the body as a site, and uniquely builds a connection between the artist and audience. When an art piece is touchable, it is one of the ways that draws people's attention and is aware of the existence of things. Therefore, jewelry has become a language that people can wear and showcase during their daily life.

My research exposes the impact of big data, and this drives the content of my work. I develop the form, format, and presentation to highlight this subject matter. Through three different series of my work, I express data as visual language and create a physical connection to the issues presented by data collection and analysis. Big data's lure of efficiency must be scrutinized. Consider the downside: our privacy is being eroded and our every move is being
marketed to other enterprises who prey on our resources. However, even though a simple internet search seems private, it reveals our actual thoughts; the data is gathered and sold to others who further capitalize on our most personal impulses. My work intends to point out this situation that people do not notice and allow the audience to start to consider the problem. I insist artworks provide stronger expressions than the text itself. Jewelry brings art into people's lives, the art itself doesn't exist as a single object but builds a connection with humans. Living under the era of Big Data is inevitable and we cannot deny its benefits. It is important to remain conscious of the negative impacts so that we can think for ourselves rather than be led by the analysis system. In this era of big data, it is time to highlight the things we do not notice.
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Peeking the world 1
Sterling Silver, copper, acrylic
2020
Peeking the World 2
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2020
Peeking the World Detail
Sterling Silver
2020
Encircling 1
Sterling Silver
2020
Encircling 2
Sterling Silver
2020
Printer
Sterling Silver, acrylic mirror sheet
2020
Data Text 2
Sterling Silver, digital edit
2020
Artist Statement

Dependent upon the internet for all aspects of daily life, we are unconsciously being controlled by data mining and have become desensitized to the security concerns of mass data collection. Through micro-installations and wearable works, I create tactile data bits and visualizations that draw attention to these complex issues. Delicate rows of tiny human figures are arranged to read as text, or the constant stream of recorded personal data. Jewelry pieces are arranged into an aerial installation monitored by looming magnifying lenses. These works invite the viewer to have a closer look, and provoke feelings of invaded privacy, surveillance, and information overload.